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ABSTRACT: Despite intensive investigations on the droplet receding contact
angle on superhydrophobic surfaces, i.e., a key parameter characterizing surface
wettability and adhesion, the quantitative correlation between the surface structure
mechanical properties (softness) and the droplet receding contact angles remains
vague. By systematically varying the geometric dimensions and mechanical
properties of soft pillar arrays, we find that the droplet receding contact angles
decrease with the decrease in the pillar spring constant. Most surprisingly, the
densely packed pillar arrays may result in larger receding contact angles than those
on sparsely packed pillars, opposing the understanding of rigid pillar arrays, where
the receding contact angles increase with a decrease in the packing density of
pillars. This is attributed to the collective effects of capillarity and elasticity, where
the energy consumed by the sliding contact line, the energy stored in the distorted
liquid−vapor interface, and the energy stored in the deflected pillar contribute to
the droplet depinning characteristics. We develop an analytical model to predict the droplet receding contact angles on soft
superhydrophobic pillar arrays with knowledge of the material intrinsic receding contact angle, the pillar geometry, and the pillar
mechanical properties. The predictions are corroborated by the experimental data measured in this and prior studies.

■ INTRODUCTION
The retention of a fakir (Cassie−Baxter state) droplet to a
superhydrophobic surface is critical to various applications,
such as thermal management of electronic devices, anti-icing
and antibiofouling coatings, and fog collection1−3. As a key
parameter characterizing droplet retention, the apparent
droplet receding contact angle (the droplet contact angle
right before the contact line makes an evident retraction) has
been intensely studied over the past few decades. Surfaces
decorated with hydrophobic pillar arrays are the most studied
superhydrophobic surfaces, and a consensus has been reached
that the droplet apparent receding contact angle is mainly
determined by the material intrinsic receding contact angle θr
(the apparent receding contact angle measured on the flat
surface), the pillar size d, and the pillar center-to-center pitch
λ.4−17
From the perspective of energy consumption in association

with contact line dynamics, the apparent dewetting energy
(ΔEDW) required to recede a droplet on rigid super-
hydrophobic pillar arrays involves the energy consumed by
the sliding contact line on pillar tops (ΔECL)

8 and the energy
stored in the distorted liquid−vapor interface (ΔELV),

14,18,19 as

= +E E EDW CL LV (1)

The energy consumed to laterally dewet a unit area of a flat
surface (edw) is edw = γSV − γSL + f r, where γSV is the solid−
vapor interfacial tension, γSL is the solid−liquid interfacial
tension, and f r is a friction force per unit length of contact line,

i.e., the force per unit length needed to overcome the contact
angle hysteresis in the receding direction.20−24 Since the force
balance along the receding contact line is γLV cos θr = γSV − γSL
+ f r, where γLV is the liquid−vapor interfacial tension, we have
edw = γLV cos θr.
Following Cassie’s and Baxter’s approach,25 from the

macroscopic perspective, the apparent energy consumed to
dewet a unit area of a textured (pillared) surface (eDW) is eDW =
γLV cos θR_R, where the subscript R_R denotes the apparent
receding contact angle on textured, rigid surfaces. Hence,
ΔEDW is γLV cos θR_R multiplying the apparent boundary length
(2πR = nλ, where n is the number of pillars along the droplet
boundary and R is the droplet base radius) and the lateral
displacement (Δx) of the uniformly receding droplet
boundary, as ΔEDW = γLV cos θR_R·nλΔx.
From the microscopic perspective, the energy consumed by

the sliding contact line (ΔECL) is edw multiplying the area been
swept by the microscopic contact line (ΔASL→SV) and the
energy change in the liquid−vapor interface (ΔELV) is γLV,
multiplying the change in the liquid−vapor interfacial area
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(ΔALV). In the author’s prior work,
14 ΔASL→SV is the projected

length (LCL) of a contact line that makes a uniform
displacement of Δx multiplying n, as ΔASL→SV = nLCLΔx.
The liquid−vapor interfacial area ALV decreases when the
contact line slides. This is because the liquid−vapor interface
reaches its maximum deformation right before the contact line
starts to slide, and hence the sliding of the contact line eases
the distortion of the liquid−vapor interface. Here, the decrease
in the liquid−vapor interfacial area ΔALV is considered as a
shrinking frontier of the liquid−vapor interface (LLV) that
makes lateral displacement (Δx) together with the contact line,
as ΔALV = −nLLVΔx.14 Inserting the expressions of ΔEDW,
ΔECL (γLV cos θr·nLCLΔx) and ΔELV(−γLV·nLLVΔx) into eq 1
and dividing γLVnλΔx in both sides, the droplet receding
contact angle on a rigid, pillared superhydrophobic surface is

i
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jjj y

{
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=

= + +

_
L L

d d d d

cos cos

0.4 1.4 cos 0.5 1 1

R R r
CL LV

r

(2)

It should be noted that LCL (on a pillar) and LLV (between
adjacent pillars) could be approximated as d and λ − d,
respectively.9,10 Nevertheless, considering the changes in the
contact line length and liquid−vapor interface shape when a
contact line moves, and most importantly their dependency on
the packing density of pillars d/λ,7 LCL/λ and LLV/λ should be
a function of the pillar packing density d/λ and are empirically
expressed as (−0.4d/λ + 1.4)·d/λ and (0.5d/λ + 1)·(1 − d/λ),
respectively5,14 (please see refs 7 and 14 for more detailed
discussion and direct experimental evidence).
Increasing attention has been paid to soft/flexible surfaces

such as wearable flexible electronics, underwater soft robotics,
and implantable biomedical devices, smart surfaces with
flexible structures that respond to external stimuli,26−29

whose interactions with liquids affect their performance.
Since surface softness has been shown to significantly affect
the droplet behavior on flat soft surfaces,30−35 a question
arises: will eq 2 developed from rigid surfaces applicable to soft
superhydrophobic pillar arrays? This question cannot be
answered yet because a quantitative correlation between the
droplet apparent receding contact angle and the surface
geometrical and mechanical properties remains vague.36−42 It
should be noted that studies investigating completely wetted
(Wenzel-state droplets) surface textures are not counted
because the object of interest of this study is droplets in the
Cassie−Baxter state.43−45 A clear pillar deflection (Figure 1b)
and an evident difference in apparent receding contact angles
of evaporating droplets on rigid and soft pillar arrays can be
observed (Figure 1c), suggesting that eq 2, which does not
consider structure deformation, must not be applicable to soft
superhydrophobic surfaces. This highlights the necessity of
developing a simple analytical model that predicts the receding
contact angles on soft superhydrophobic surfaces.
One of the key bottlenecks of developing analytical models

for soft superhydrophobic surfaces is the violation of the small
beam deflection assumption (pillar diameter d and pillar tip
deflection δ should be much smaller than pillar height h).
Pillars produced by conventional photolithography typically
have h values smaller than 40 μm, prohibiting a large variation
in d while keeping d much smaller than h. Here, using laser
drilling, we prepared submillimetric soft pillar arrays with

systematically varying dimensions while not violating the small
beam deflection assumption (d/h < 0.22 and δ/h < 0.29; see
Table S1 in the Supporting Information). This study aims at
elaborating the collective effects of capillarity and elasticity on
droplet receding contact angles. A simple model that predicts
droplet receding contact angles on soft pillar arrays was
developed and compared with the experimental data.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Fabrication of Aluminum Mold. Pores with varying top

diameters, bottom diameters, center-to-center pitches, and depths
were drilled on polished aluminum plates by using a laser driller
(HS50II, Han’s Group, China). Because of the nature of laser drilling,
that is, the pore diameter decreases as the depth increases, all pores
are conical with a top diameter larger than the bottom diameter. The
pored aluminum plates were hydrophobilized by 1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-
perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (MACKLIN, China) via chemical vapor
deposition.
Fabrication of Pillar Arrays. Soft pillar arrays were replicated

from the pored aluminum plates using poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS, Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) solutions with base-to-curing
agent ratios of 5:1, 10:1, and 20:1, corresponding to Young’s modulus
E of around 3.5, 2.6, and 1.0 MPa, respectively. The resulting soft
pillar arrays have a top diameter d ranging from 0.02 to 0.10 mm, a
base diameter D ranging from 0.09 to 0.18 mm, a center-to-center
pitch λ of 0.2 and 0.3 mm, and pillar heights h of around 0.45, 0.55,
and 0.65 mm. Pillar geometries and their pillar tip deflections δ were

Figure 1. Droplet profiles in evaporation on (a) rigid and (b) soft
pillar arrays, whose Young’s modulus is 3.5 and 1.0 MPa, respectively.
The droplets with initial volumes of 12 μL evaporated at 30 °C and
50% relative humidity and both pillars have heights h of ∼0.55 mm,
diameters d of ∼0.045 mm, and pitches λ of 0.2 mm. The droplet
shape profiles include (i) the as-deposited droplet, (ii) the last image
for the boundary remains pinned on a pillar, and (iii) the first image
after the boundary depins (the time interval is 30 s). The inset in (ii)
is the amplified image highlighting the pillar shape and deformation.
(c) Droplet contact angles in evaporation are plotted with respect to
time, where the first receding contact angles on rigid and soft pillar
arrays are θR_R and θR_S, respectively. The inset is an optical image of
pillar arrays with heights of 0.45 mm and a pitch of 0.3 mm.
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measured optically using ImageJ, as detailed in Table S1. Such pillar
geometrical dimensions result in d/λ ranging from 0.07 to 0.53 and
the pillar spring constant k (=3πED3d/64h3) ranging from 0.04 to
2.21 N/m. When the wetting ridge is neglected (∼γLV/E is in the
nanometer scale), the intrinsic receding contact angle θr reflects the
surface molecular properties and was measured to be 95° on a flat
PDMS surface irrespective of the variations in Young’s modulus. In
addition to the fabrication of submillimetric soft pillar arrays, rigid,
cylindrical micropillar arrays, whose structural deformation should be
ignored, were also fabricated using PDMS via soft lithography with
the base-to-curing agent ratios of 10:1 (see ref 14 for detailed
experimental procedures). The pillar height h, diameter d, center-to-
center pitch λ, and the corresponding packing density d/λ are 20 μm,
5−50 μm, 10−55 μm, and 0.2−0.91, respectively (see Table S2 for
details).
Measurement of Apparent Receding Contact Angles. The

droplet apparent receding contact angles were measured using a
goniometer (OCA25, Dataphysics, Germany) under room conditions
(temperature of 25 °C ± 2 °C, relative humidity of 50% ± 2%, and
atmospheric pressure). A deionized water droplet with a volume of 12
μL was produced on the soft pillar arrays by the autodispensing
system. The droplet base diameter (>1.8 mm) was much larger than
the pillar size so that an axisymmetric circular droplet base was
assumed. Then, the needle was attached only to the very top of the
droplet, and the liquid was withdrawn at a rate of 0.05 μL/s. Images
were taken at a rate of 1 fps, and the contact angles were automatically
measured. All reported data are the average of at least 5 reproducible
experiments and have error bars of ±2°, which cannot be reflected in
the plotted figures.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Experimental Results. Mathematically speaking, eq 2

applies to the entire range of 0 < d/λ ≤ 1 because θR_R equals
180° when d/λ ≈ 0 (a surface with extremely dilute pillars)
and θR_R equals θr when d/λ = 1 (a smooth surface). However,
the case with d/λ ≈ 0 cannot be achieved because the liquid
impalement (the Cassie-to-Wenzel transition) may occur,
whose thresholds depend on the pillar material wettability,
height, spacing, and alignment.46 To validate the model (eq 2)
that predicts the receding contact angles for rigid pillar arrays,
the measured receding contact angles on micropillar arrays are
plotted with respect to the packing density d/λ in Figure 2. An
excellent agreement between the measured (orange stars) and

predicted values in the range of 0.2 ≤ d/λ ≤ 0.91 (results
shown up to 0.67 in Figure 2) suggests that eq 2 is indeed valid
for rigid pillar arrays. However, Figure 2 shows that eq 2 failed
to capture the receding contact angles (denoted as θR_S) on
soft pillar arrays, where the subscript R_S represents the
apparent receding contact angles on soft surfaces to distinguish
itself from the receding contact angles on rigid surfaces R_R.
Three interesting findings can be observed: (1) most measured
θR_S are less than those predicted by eq 2, and this deviation
increases as d/λ decreases; (2) the most deviated values are the
softest pillars with E of 1.0 MPa and heights of 0.65 mm (filled,
black circles); (3) eq 2 can still roughly capture θR_S when d/λ
is large (>0.4). The above results reveal the inapplicability of
eq 2 to soft superhydrophobic surfaces and confirm that the
structural softness indeed affects receding contact angles. As
such, we will incorporate the pillar deflection into the droplet-
structure interfacial system to develop a new model that
predicts droplet receding contact angles on soft pillar arrays.
Model Development and Validation. As schematically

shown in Figure 3a−3c, for soft superhydrophobic pillar arrays,

in addition to ΔECL and ΔELV, the energy stored in the
deflected soft pillars (ΔEDP) contributes to the apparent
energy consumption (or decrease) of the droplet-structure
interfacial system (ΔEDW = γLV cos θR_S·nλΔx), as

= + +E E E EDW CL LV DP (3)

Here, the wetting ridge along the contact line and its
viscoelastic dissipation is not considered as its length scale
(∼γLV/E) is only tens of nanometer,30−33 which is significantly
smaller than a conventional poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
pillar and the droplet. Moreover, small-scale, brittle surface
structures (e.g., silicon nanorods) could be damaged by γLV,47
causing permanent surface deterioration. However, it is not
considered for submillimetric, elastomer pillars used in this
study.
The pillar can be considered as a vertically placed conical

cantilever beam with a linearly varying diameter from D at the
base (z = 0) to d at the top (z = h) and is subject to a
horizontal point force (F) at its top (Figure 3d). Hence, the
pillar has a moment of inertia of I(z) = πd(z)2/64 and d(z) =

Figure 2. Measured droplet apparent receding contact angles (θR)
with respect to pillar diameter-to-pitch ratio (d/λ) on pillar arrays
with different Young’s modulus and pillar heights. The orange stars
represent the results on rigid micropillar arrays. The results associated
with Young’s modulus E of 3.5, 2.6, and 1.0 MPa are represented by
red squares, blue triangles, and black circles, respectively. The results
associated with pillar heights h of around 0.45, 0.55, and 0.65 mm are
differentiated by hollow, hollow-filled, and filled symbols, respectively.
The dashed line represents eq 2.

Figure 3. Schematics of the droplet boundary configuration and the
associated energies of a receding droplet on soft pillar arrays: (a) top
view, (b) side view of the A−A cross section at the pillar tops, and (c)
side view of the B−B cross section between two pillars. (d) Geometric
dimensions of the conical pillar used in this study.
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D − (D − d)z/h. A small deflection of the beam is assumed for
simplicity.37 By solving the equation of F(h − z) = EI(z)d2x/
dz2 with the boundary condition of x(z = 0) = 0 and x′(z = 0)
= 0, the force−deflection relationship at the pillar top is
expressed as

= ·F ED d
h

3
64

3

3 (4)

where 3πED3d/64h3 can be identified as the spring constant k
for linear elasticity. As shown in Figure 3, the horizontal point
force F exerted on a single pillar, which results from the
capillary force underneath the droplet and that at the outer
droplet interface,37 is given as

= +F (1 cos )RLV (5)

It should be noted that the angle θR̅ between the liquid−vapor
interface and the horizontal plane is not a constant. Instead, as
schematically shown in Figure 3b,c, it varies from around θr on
the pillar top (it is a locally flat surface) to a value close to the
droplet apparent receding contact angle in the middle of two
pillars. Thus, it is not realistic to accurately estimate the angle,
and for the sake of simplicity, θR̅ is taken as the average of θr
and θR_R (θR_R is predicted by eq 2). Then, the top deflection δ
of a conical pillar can be expressed as

= =
+F

k

h

ED d

64 (1 cos )

3
RLV

3

3 (6)

By calculating the total strain energy equation of

F h z EI z z( ( ) /2 ( ))d
h

0
2 2 , the energy stored in a deflected

soft pillar (ΔeDP) is

= · =e h
ED d

F F
k

32
3 2DP

3

3
2

2

(7)

Assuming the number of n pillars along the droplet perimeter
deflect simultaneously, the total energy stored in pillars is
ΔEDP = nF2/2k. Inserting ΔEDP into eq 3 and dividing
γLVnλΔx on both sides, eq 3 gives the receding contact angle
on soft pillar arrays (θR_S) as

= + ·
+

_ _ d k
cos cos

(1 cos )

2R S R R
RLV

2

(8)

The characteristic length scale of Δx is approximated as the
pillar top diameter d because the contact line can only slide on

pillar tops before it jumps to the next array of pillars.14 Since
the second term on the right-hand side of eq 8 must be
positive, θR_S must be smaller than θR_R, agreeing with the first
observation in Figure 2. Different from eq 2 that is applicable
up to d/λ = 1 (a smooth surface), eq 8 is not applicable to d/λ
= 1 because the second term on the right-hand side must
vanish.
The cos θR_R (eq 2) in eq 8 may be subject to modifications

if the pillar deflection affects the microscopic dynamics of the
contact line and the liquid−vapor interface. Moreover, the
substrate deformation (wetting ridge) caused by γLV, albeit
negligibly small, may affect the nanoscopic contact angle,
which means the intrinsic receding contact angle on the
smooth surface θr is also subject to modifications for the
estimation of cos θR_R, especially for very soft materials. Here,
for the sake of simplicity, this complicated coupling of pillar
deflection and contact line dynamics and the quantification of
the wetting ridge effect are out of the scope of this study and
hence not considered.
To validate eq 8, we first examine the small deflection

assumption by plotting the measured pillar top deflection-to-
height ratios δ/h with the predicted ones using eq 6 in Figure
4a. The measured δ and δ/h are also listed in Table S1. The
good agreement between the measured and predicted δ/h
validates a small deflection assumption (linear elasticity). In
Figure 4b, moreover, an excellent agreement between the
measured apparent receding contact angles on soft pillar arrays
(θR_S) with the predicted ones not only verifies eq 8 but also
substantiates the role of pillar deflection in droplet depinning
characteristics. The measured θR_S values are also listed in
Table S1 together with their corresponding dimensions and
mechanical properties.
To further corroborate eq 8, we compare the experimental

θR_S on PDMS cubic pillar arrays reported by Chuang et al.,
36

which were prepared using conventional photolithography
with pillar sizes in tens of microns. Table 1 summarizes their
surface geometry and mechanical properties. Here, θr is taken
as the one measured on the flat PDMS sample with a base-to-
curing agent ratio of 10:1, that is, 81°. Figure 4c compares the
measured θR_S (dots) and the predicted ones (line), where the
spring constant k is Ed4/4h3 for cubic pillars. For the samples
with k = 2.23 and 0.32 N/m, the measured θR_S are well
captured by eq 8. However, θR_S is underpredicted on the
sample with k = 0.10 N/m. We speculate that the violation of
the small deflection assumption (δ/h = 0.92 for the case of k =

Figure 4. (a) Pillar deflection-to-height ratio (δ/h) measured from optical images is compared with the predicted ones using eq 6. (b) Measured
droplet receding contact angles (θR_S) are plotted with the predicted ones using eq 8. The linear dashed lines with a slope of 1 serve as a guide for
the eyes. (c) The droplet receding contact angles (θR_S) on soft pillar arrays measured by Chuang et al.

36 are compared with the predicted values
using eq 8. Used with permission from ref 36. Copyright 2014, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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0.10 N/m) leads to the failure of prediction. By contrast, the
two successful predictions correspond to δ/h of only 0.04 and
0.28.
Discussion of the Physical Implication of the Model.

Upon the successful validation of eq 8, we examine the
exclusive effects of k and d/λ on soft pillar arrays. Since θR_R
and θR̅ [θR̅ = (θr + θR_R)/2] are determined only by surface
chemistry (θr) and pillar geometry (d/λ), θR_S should
monotonously decrease with a decrease in k as given by eq 8
(k is in the denominator) when θr and d/λ are fixed. Therefore,
the experimental data are categorized following d/λ, ranging
from 0.08 to 0.53 (see Table S1 for details), to reveal the
exclusive effects of the spring constant k. We choose data of d/
λ = 0.11, d/λ = 0.19, and d/λ = 0.25 as examples and plot them
with respect to k in Figure 5a. All measured θR_S (dots)
decrease with the decrease in k, and this trend is well captured
by the predicted ones (dashed lines) using eq 8. This confirms
that a softer pillar (smaller k) results in a smaller θR_S as well as

a larger deviation between θR_S and θR_R, agreeing with the
second observation in Figure 2.
Most surprisingly, we observed the crossover of the lines

(predicted at θR_S) for samples with different values of d/λ.
Specifically, the predicted θR_S in Figure 5a demonstrates that
for larger values of k (more rigid pillars), the surfaces with a
smaller value of d/λ have larger receding contact angles. This
agrees with the conventional understanding of rigid pillar
arrays (eq 2), where the decrease in packing density results in
easier droplet depinning and larger receding contact angles
(see the dashed line in Figure 2).9,10,14 By contrast, for smaller
values of k (softer pillars), the surfaces with a smaller value of
d/λ have smaller receding contact angles, which opposes eq 2.
This contrast between more rigid pillars (larger k) and softer

pillars (smaller k) can be explained by the competitive effects
of the first and second terms in eq 8, which are essentially
controlled by the collective effects of pillar geometry (pillar
packing density d/λ) and pillar mechanical properties (spring
constant k). Given the fact that θR_R increases monotonously
with the decrease in d/λ (see the dashed line in Figure 2), the
first term on the right-hand side of eq 8 (cos θR_R) is effectively
proportional to d/λ. By contrast, the second term on the right-
hand side γLVλ(1 + cos θR̅)2/2kd is inversely proportional to d/
λ, indicating that a decrease in d/λ may lead to a decrease in
θR_S. It should be noted that the decrease in d/λ leads to a
decrease in (1 + cos θR̅)2, but this effect is overshadowed by
the λ/d. This contrasting dependency of the first and second
terms of eq 8 on d/λ suggests that θR_S does not depend on d/
λ monotonically.
To corroborate the above statements, we choose data with k

≈ 0.06 N/m, 0.10 N/m, and 0.15 N/m as examples and plot
them with respect to d/λ in Figure 5b. All data demonstrate an
increase of θR_S with the increase in d/λ when d/λ are relatively
small�a unique behavior to soft pillar arrays; when a certain
value of d/λ and maxima of θR_S are reached, θR_S decreases
with the increase in d/λ�well-known behavior for rigid pillar
arrays. This explains the third observation in Figure 2 that eq 2
can still predict θR_S when d/λ > 0.4 because the soft pillar
arrays behave similarly to rigid pillar arrays. Moreover, the
critical d/λ at which the trend changes (the range of d/λ where
θR_S increases with the increase in d/λ) increases with the
decrease in k. It suggests that the unique trend of increasing
θR_S with the increase in d/λ is more prominent for softer
pillars (smaller k). This is because the second term of the right-
hand side in eq 8 is also proportional to 1/k and therefore the
value of k determines the relative weights (or contributions) of
the first and the second terms. Nevertheless, the critical d/λ at
which the dependency of θR_S on d/λ changes must be solved
numerically and hence will not be included in this paper.
The counterintuitive droplet characteristics on the soft pillar

arrays discussed above can be explained physically. Specifically,
eq 8 is a modified form of eq 2 by considering the collective
effects of capillarity and elasticity, where the capillary effect
that deforms the pillar is reflected by γLV(1 + cos θR̅)2, the
elastic resistance against deformation is reflected by 2k, and λ/
d is a geometry factor. It is expected that λ works together with
the capillary effect because a larger pillar spacing indicates
more liquid−gas interfaces surrounding a pillar. On the other
hand, the pillar diameter d works together with the elastic
resistance. As such, the newly added term γLVλ(1 + cos θR̅)2/
2kd is denoted as the capillarity-to-elasticity ratio, whose
increase leads to an increasing deviation of the receding

Table 1. Geometric Dimensions, Mechanical Properties,
and Measured Droplet Apparent Receding Contact Angles
of the Soft Cubic Pillar Arrays Reported by Chuang et al.36,a

d/λ
d
(μm)

λ
(μm)

h
(μm)

E
(MPa)

k
(N/m)

θR_S
(deg)b δ/h

0.34 9.9 29.1 16.1 3.87 2.23 135.2 0.04
0.34 9.9 29.1 16.1 0.56 0.32 124.0 0.28
0.34 9.9 29.1 16.1 0.17 0.10 120.4 0.92

aUsed with permission from ref 36. Copyright 2014, Royal Society of
Chemistry. bOnly the θR_S measured by withdrawing the liquid from
the droplet were adopted.

Figure 5. (a) For fixed values of the pillar packing density d/λ,
measured (dots, M) and predicted (lines, P) θR_S are plotted with the
pillar spring constant k. The symbols ↑↑ and ↑↓ represent regimes
where θR_S increases and decreases with the increase in d/λ,
respectively. (b) For fixed values of k (in a unit of N/m), measured
(dots, M) and predicted (lines, P) θR_S are plotted with d/λ.
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contact angles on the soft pillar arrays from their counterparts
on rigid pillar arrays (cos θR_S − cos θR_R).
As compared to rigid textured surfaces, the successful

validation of eq 8 indicates that the surface adhesion property,
e.g., the droplet receding contact angle, can be innovatively
customized by varying the pillar height h and Young’s modulus
E (both affect k). Future studies are encouraged to investigate
how pillar softness affects droplet adhesion by directly
characterizing the droplet lateral and normal adhesion
forces.24,48,49 Moreover, this study only investigated pillars
with axisymmetric shapes, e.g., conical pillars, where the spring
constant k is isotropic and the pillar deflection is not direction-
sensitive. Some surfaces exhibited directional adhesion, i.e., the
droplet experiences different resistance forces at different
motion directions, which is mainly attributed to the anisotropy
in surface texture geometry and chemical coatings.49 This
study suggests that surface directional adhesion could be
induced by the anisotropy in structure deflection, which may
open a new route for droplet manipulation.
It should be noted that in addition to droplet receding

contact angles studied here, droplet advancing and equilibrium
contact angles are also important parameters in characterizing
droplet characteristics. Nevertheless, we did not investigate the
droplet advancing contact angle here mainly because the
droplet advancing process (the wetting of the next array of
pillars) is accomplished by the descending of the liquid−vapor
interface onto pillar tops, and hence, the advancing contact
angles are indifferent to pillar properties or geometries.14,50,51

Regarding the equilibrium contact angle on the pillared
substrate, it corresponds to the state with locally minimum
energy and its derivation stems from the areal fraction of solid
structures near the droplet boundary.16,41,52,53 It is concep-
tually different from the receding contact angle that involves
contact line sliding and liquid−vapor interface distortion,
which is at the state with the locally highest energy. Thus, the
equilibrium contact angle must be investigated in a separate
study.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Prior investigations of droplet receding contact angles on
superhydrophobic surfaces were mostly performed with rigid
pillar arrays, where the pillar deflection or associated elastic
energy was not considered. By systematically varying pillar
geometric dimensions (pillar top diameter d, base diameter D,
height h, and pitch λ) and its mechanical properties (Young’s
modulus E and the resulting spring constant k), we showed
that models applicable to rigid pillar arrays failed to predict the
apparent receding contact angles on soft pillar arrays. As such,
we examined how pillar softness affects droplet receding
contact angles, θR_S, and observed two interesting findings.
First, in contrast to rigid pillar arrays, where a packing density
d/λ typically corresponds to a specific receding contact angle,
droplets exhibited a large range of receding contact angles on
soft pillar arrays with a fixed d/λ but varying spring constant k.
Second, the droplet receding contact angle could decrease with
the decrease in d/λ on soft pillars, opposing the trend well-
accepted for rigid pillars.9,10,14 Those counterintuitive behav-
iors were attributed to the energy stored in the deflected soft
pillars, which are controlled by collective effects of capillarity
and elasticity. An analytical model was then developed to
predict the droplet receding contact angles on soft pillar arrays
with knowledge of the material intrinsic receding contact angle,
pillar geometric dimensions, and pillar mechanical properties.

This model was further verified by experiments conducted in
this study and those reported by prior studies. The
experimental results and theories reported in this study benefit
various droplet-related applications such as wearable flexible
electronics, soft robotics, biomedical devices, smart surfaces,
etc.
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